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Second-Class Matter Mailed to APO Addresses in WWII
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

The item shown in this article doesn’t completely conform with 
the Postal Bulletin (PB) announcement associated with it, but it 
is still an interesting item because it does have a very interesting 
Post Office Department Order No. associated with it. Before I 
discuss the item and the marking, I would like to explain how I 
learned about the marking. I first searched unsuccessfully for its 
meaning by entering the phrase P. O. D. Order No. 19687 into 
the PB site Type 1 search. When this failed to return any results, 
I entered just 19687 and obtained multiple results. The first one 
referred to a Route number, but with the second 
citation I hit pay dirt.

Specifically, the January 8, 1943 PB 18539 
contained this announcement: “Individual copies 
of newspapers or magazines shall be accepted for 
dispatch to A.P.O.s outside the continental United 
States only where subscriptions are specifically 
requested in writing by the addressee or for which 
subscriptions are now in effect. Such copies to indi-
viduals shall be accepted only from publishers who 
shall place on the wrapper, or on the publication 
when a wrapper is not used, a certificate (which 
shall be regarded as sufficient to authorize their 
acceptance) reading as follows:

‘Mailed in conformity with P. O. D. Order No. 
19687.’”

This cover in many ways fails to follow this 
order as it is not mailed to an APO address, is only 

a handstamp, not a certificate, and is not on a wrapper. But it does 
appear on a war-related second class item with a backstamped 
postmark of February 13, 1943.

The illustrated cover is reduced in size but not the marking.
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President’s Message
by Ralph H. Nafziger

 Once again, our club sponsored a table at the Thursday eve-
ning banquet at the APS Summer Seminar in Bellefonte, PA last 
June. There was an evening of good comraderie under our “point-
ing hand” (return to sender) mascot, which David Eeles continues 
to upgrade. Bully Hill wine was enjoyed by the participants. In 
her Distinguished Philatelist address at the banquet, Janet Klug 
recognized members David Eeles and Gary Hendren as philatelic 
heroes for their significant contributions to philately over the years. 
They were the only two so honored. Congratulations to both.

Another informative “show and tell” session was held at the 
APS StampsShow in Milwaukee, WI in August. With our mascot 
again present thanks to David, we had ten attendees, with eight 
showing a variety of covers. Markings shown included green 
pointing hands with no text, ‘found in corridor and returned,’ 
‘door locked,’ ‘returned to station for proper treatment,’ ‘postage 

obviously paid,’ ‘insufficient barcode,’ and a cover sent to Egypt 
having a pointing hand containing Arabic. Thanks go to Jackie 
Alton, Joe Crosby, David Eeles, John Hotchner, Ralph Nafziger, 
Bob Rufe, Robert Thompson, and Alan Warren for sharing their 
covers.

Our next “show and tell” session is scheduled for the APS 
AmeriStampExpo in Little Rock, AR, February 14-16, 2014. I 
hope to see many of you there. Also, make plans to attend our 
2014 annual meeting, which will be held during March Party 
in Cleveland, April 11-13. More details on these events will be 
forthcoming.

Don’t forget to vote for officers in the election. A ballot is 
enclosed with this issue of the newsletter. Please send completed 
ballots to Nancy Clark by December 11, 2013.

Editorial
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

As Ralph mentioned in his President’s Message, it is time to 
vote for the AMC’s officers, and a ballot is included with this 
newsletter. The membership renewal notice is also included, 
and you save $3.00 by mailing it in early. Also note that you 
can pay electronically via our website.

I am using this editorial space to remind people about a re-
source that is available to all philatelists, including members of our 
club, and a new resource that has only recently become available. 
These are the digitized version of the US Postal Bulletins and now 
the digitized version of the US Postal Laws and Regulations. They 
are both available at the URL www.uspostalbulletins.com. The 
PBs have been available (except for a very few volumes that we 
are still working on) since May of 2012. Like the PL&Rs, everyone 
has access to them, and no registration is required.

At this point, a least 20 persons visit the site on any one day. 
Moreover, in the last three months, as many as 54 people visited 
the PB site on one day and frequently over 30-40 visits occur in 
one day. 83% of the searchers are from the U.S. with the remain-
ing 17% spread out throughout the world. 

I have not asked many about what kinds of searches they do, 
but the ones who talked to me about their searches are excited 
about the results. Frequent searches I hear about are those that 
are searching out post office operating dates and the dates when 
a particular postmaster worked. Another person has researched 
the dates when the various sections of France reopened to mail 

service after WWII (and collects uses to and from these sites at 
these times). I am particularly pleased that the USPS historians 
use the PB site frequently as they answer questions put to them 
by USPS patrons. I frequently search both the PBs, and two of 
the searches I did a few days ago are noted in two of my articles 
found in this newsletter.

For anyone who is new to the PB part of the site, be sure and 
read the FAQs that are meant to introduce one to the searches that 
are available. As people have discussed the site with me, and I have 
used the site myself, I have realized that the information found in 
the FAQs only touches the surface of techniques one develops with 
time. Part of this has to do with the fact that the OCR process by 
which the PBs are made searchable is inexact because the original 
files that are processed are not of the highest quality because the 
printing processes that produced them, especially the earlier ones, 
were themselves far less than perfect. We are constantly working 
to correct the OCR errors, and over 100,000 of them have been 
corrected so far, and there are more corrections to come.

The digitization of the PL&Rs is moving on apace. So far all of 
them from 1794 to 1887 are on-site as fully searchable documents. 
The remaining volumes through 1948 should be available within a 
few months. There are three types of searches of the PL&Rs that 
are available, and these are explained in the PL&R FAQ part of 
the menu bar found on each page of the web site.
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House of Representatives Marking
by Dr. Thomas Richards

This first-class mailing has a remarkable story to tell. On the 
Figure 1 is a marking that is new to me. It was sent registered 
from Joaqaba, Brazil to Henry Cabot Lodge (Jr.) at the U.S. 
House of Representatives in Wash., D.C. in Jan. 1961 (based on 
a Jan. 30 receiving marking on reverse). It received a ‘NOT  H. 
OF R.’ marking and also a ‘Forwarded’ marking and was sent to 
Beverly, Mass.

Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr. (July 5, 1902 – February 27, 1985) 
was a Republican United States Senator from Massachusetts and 
a U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations, South Vietnam, West 
Germany, and the Holy See (as Representative).

Lodge was never in the U.S. House of Representatives but 
was elected to the Senate in 1936 and resigned from the Senate 
in 1944 to return to active duty where he received many military 
awards. He was the first U.S. Senator to do this since the Civil 
War. In 1946, he returned to the Senate until he was defeated by 
John F. Kennedy in 1952. After his defeat he was the Ambas-
sador to the UN until 1960 when he ran as Vice President with 
Richard Nixon.�

During the time period of this envelope (1961) he was the 
first director-general of the Atlantic Institute for International 
Affairs. The Institute promoted economic, political and cultural 

relations among NATO members and the international commu-
nity in general.� The marking is shown true size but the cover is 
reduced in size.

1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_Cabot_Lodge,_Jr
2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantic_Institute

The Package is Returned and ‘Not for Carrier’
by Terence Hines

I recently had a domestic package returned because apparently 
the address label came off in the mail. The package was mailed 
June 20 from Chappaqua, NY to an address in Wisconsin. I picked 
it up in Chappaqua on June 24. The relevant part of the front of 
the package is shown here. It has three interesting USPS labels I’d 
not seen before. The first was pasted over the internal tracking bar 
code label. It reads ‘REMOVE & SCAN / upon ARRIVAL / DE-
LIVERY UNIT’ in red. The second is a ‘RETURN TO SENDER;’ 
label with that wording in red and the rest in black. Finally there 
is a bar code label with the bar code for 10514, the ZIP code of 
the Chappaqua post office. This label is dated June 13, a Sunday. 
It also reads ‘MSP NDC / Workstation #1/’. The initials stand for 
Minneapolis St. Paul Network Distribution Center. The blank PVI 
tape with ‘x 629’ was applied at the Chappaqua post office – 629 

is my box number. Markings full sized, wrapper reduced. 

                                    ‘Not for carrier’
On a recent visit to the museum of the Historical Society of 

Ocean Grove, NJ, I saw a post card in one of their exhibits with 
a marking I don’t understand. It was a handstamp reading ‘Not 
for carrier’ and below that the numbers ‘1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9.’ The 
card was addressed to a street address in Ocean Grove. There was 
a manuscript arrow pointing to that address. Other cards in the 
exhibit, addressed to the same person at the same time (1917) did 
not bear this marking. Why would a mail piece with a clear, and 
correct, address be marked ‘not for carrier?’   
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‘Directory Service Given’
by Terence Hines

Imagine my pleasant surprise when I received, just a few days 
after I got the April issue of Auxiliary Markings, a cover with a 
marking that it received directory service. I say this because in 
the April 2013 newsletter, our editor presented a cover mailed in 
1956 that carried an auxiliary marking that indicated that only in 
extraordinary circumstances was directory service to be given in 
the future. Henceforth, directory service only continued for the 
delivery division for registered, insured, C.O.D., special delivery, 
and special handling mail, and perishable matter, parcels of obvi-
ous value and foreign mail except circulars.

The ZIP code I had written was 04330 but was obviously 
mistaken for 09330, and it somehow thus got to the APO directory 
service office. This APO office then applied (on the reverse of the 
cover) the marking shown: ‘DIRECTORY SERVICE GIVEN / 
APO AE 09330.’ Since the item was returned to me, I doubt that 
directory service was given. 

Although mail addressed to an APO address was not listed as 
an address to which exceptional directory service was still given, 
these addresses are foreign addresses so perhaps that is why such 
exceptional service is given. The marking is shown full-size.

‘Your Box Rent is Due’
by Matthew Liebson

One can certainly argue that 
by the usual definition the mark-
ing on the 1880 cover illustrated 
is not an auxiliary marking be-
cause it did not affect the delivery 
of the mails in any way.

However, if the box holder 
had not paid the rent that was 
due, I suspect that his mail de-
livery to that box would have 
been held up. And it’s a lovely 
marking (shown full size).
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Back the Boys in the Trenches
by Glen Estes and Terence Hines

It has never been clear under exactly what circumstances the 
hand stamp reading as above was applied, and by whom. Wayne 
Youngblood showed an example in an article on private auxiliary 
markings in the June 2013 American Philatelist. But it is clearly 
not a private marking. One of us (GE) found the explanation of 
the marking in the September 27, 1917 issue of the Post Office 
Department’s Daily Bulletin, the publication which would become 
the Postal Bulletin. The relevant notice reads as follows:

  Postmasters:

On every letter received for delivery to patrons at second, third 
and fourth class offices, from October 1 to 27, 1917, inclusive, 
postmasters should use the rubber impression stamp bearing the 
following legend, which will be furnished such offices within the 
next few days:

Back the Boys in the Trenches / BUY A LIBERTY LOAN 
BOND / Inquire at Any Bank or Post Office

Postmasters at first-class offices who are furnished with 
special dies for use in canceling machines bearing the above 
legend should use them, beginning October �st, for the same 
period.

A.S. Burleson
Postmaster General

So we see that not only was this an official auxiliary mark-
ing, but it was applied by the post office of address, not the 
post office where the mail piece was mailed. 

A similar marking reading ‘Do your bit! / BUY A LIBERTY 
LOAN BOND / Inquire at any bank or post office’ was used at 
least in May of 1917. An example is shown herewith. Instructions 
for the use of this hand stamp appeared in the May 21, 1917 Daily 
Bulletin. It was to be supplied to each second, third and fourth class 
post office. The Bulletin placed no limits on the period of time 
during which it was to be used. But the Bulletin was quite specific 
in that it was to be applied to each letter received for delivery and 
“placed just above and slightly to the left of the addressee’s name” 
using “your red-ink pad (or the black pad, if you do not have a red 
one).” No mention was made of a similar die for use in canceling 
machines by first class offices.

While these two markings are clearly official they are unusual 
in that they are advertising markings that have nothing to do with 
mail processing.

‘Package Box Collection’
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

I have obtained two items that refer in some manner to ‘Package 
Box Collection.’ Before I wrote these markings up, I researched 
the marking in two separate resources that are referred to in my 
editorial, the digitized Postal Bulletin (PB) and the Postal Laws 
and Regulations (both located at www.uspostalbulletins.com).

These searches indicated that the Post Office Department had 
collection boxes for letters and packages. One PB announcement 
I located indicated that a pack of Christmas 
cards could be wrapped as a group and placed 
in either a Package or Letter Box. One of my 
markings is a machine cancel on the shown 
half of a reply-paid post card that suggests 
that it was part of a group of items deliberately 
placed in a package collection box, while the 

marking below it was placed on a letter that was accidently placed 
in a package collection box. Interestingly, at least one of the PB 
citations I found indicated that customers of the POD were careless 
as to which type of collection box they placed mail matter, and 
the POD marking shown was probably meant to tell the addressee 
why the delivery of his letter was delayed. As usual, the markings 
are shown full-sized while the post card is reduced in size.
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A Few Question Marks? Member Help Requested
by John M. Hotchner

For members who have not attended one of our Membership 
Show and Tell sessions, I recommend them. Members bring the 
odd and unusual to display, and often have questions for the group 
to chew on. They are held at the two APS shows each year, and 
at a few other shows where the club meets. The next will be at 
the APS Winter AmeriStamp Expo 2014 in Little Rock, Ark., the 
weekend of February 14-16.  

At the Milwaukee Show, I brought along several covers to 
show, and had several questions. I got a couple of answers, but 
struck out on some others. Thought I might present those covers 
here to see if anyone can help. (Auxiliary markings are shown 
full-sized while the covers are reduced in size).

First, note the two covers in Figure 1. The pointing hands 
are in green, but have no messages associated with them. It was 
pointed out that the two hands are not identical, a fact I had missed. 
Indeed they are a right hand and a left hand. The 2¢ envelope is 
cancelled January 15, 1900 in Byron, New York, and addressed 
to Kent, Orleans County, New York. There is no return address, 
front or back. Nor is there any indication that the letter could not 
be delivered. So, why the pointing hand?

        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
 

   

  
   Figure �a

The penny postal is cancelled in Ithaca, Michigan, in January 
of 1902, and also addressed to Kent, New York. Both are addressed 
to W. Reed Curtis, and it would seem both were delivered. Those 
are the items that tie the covers together. Incidentally, they were 
purchased at different times from different sources.

  
   Figure �b

So, what is the meaning and the significance of the green 
pointing hands? Anyone who has thoughts is invited to drop me 
a line at the address at the end of this article.

Figure � is a cover addressed to someone working with the 
United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration, which 
worked post-WWII in various DP Camps around Germany pro-
cessing displaced persons for refugee resettlement.This letter is 
addressed to the KasselMattenberg Camp at Kassel-Oberzwehren, 
but has the curious hand-stamp ‘Re-routed unscreened’ despite 
there being no change to the original address. I’m mystified, and 
the folks at the Show and Tell were stumped.

  
   
      Figure �

Next (Figure 3) is a May 1978 letter from Gardiner, Montana 
to Denver, Colorado. It has a purple marking stating ‘Return to 
station for proper treatment.’ There is no indication what the 
proper treatment ought to be. Or indeed what the problem was 
necessitating such treatment.

            
      Figure 3
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Post Card Rate Paying Lip Service
by Alan Warren

Finally (Figure 4), we have a Censored incoming from Ven-
ezuela cancelled February 16, 1918, addressed to Boston, Mass 
- to a person at what looks to be Court 85 in Boston. The back has 
a purple hand stamp ‘Found in Corridor and Returned to Box.’ 
This would be understandable if it were addressed to a post office 
box, or had been placed in General Delivery. But, no, there is no 
such indication. My thought is that the marking has to do with 
incoming censorship, 

         
   Figure 4

If any member can solve any of these puzzles, please contact 
me, John Hotchner, at jmhstamp@verizon.net, or at PO Box 1125, 
Falls Church, VA 22041-0125.

A somewhat innocuous looking picture postcard was sent June 
14, 1985 from Honolulu to Vienna, Austria. The first problem is 
that the ��-cent surface post card rate was attempted with a non-
denominated “D” postage stamp that was worth only 22-cents. 
The second problem is that these stamps were not permitted 
for foreign destinations. These problems triggered a number of 
auxiliary markings.

We begin with a 20 June Vienna arrival cds. There is a boxed T 
due marking with manuscript numbers but it is covered by a pink 
return label with the ‘unclaimed’ box checked. At lower left is a 
purple ‘Nicht behoben, zurück’ (Not claimed, Return) handstamp. 
A red boxed Vienna ‘Nachgebühr’ (surcharge) is dated 30 July but 
is overstamped with ‘UNGÜLTIG’ (invalid).There is a straight 
line handstamped date of 1985-07-30 in purple. More perplexing 

is another gray handstamp of 30. Juli 1985 KARBAN. Any reader 
have an idea on that one?

There is no return address so heaven knows where it was 
returned to. Our attention now turns to the handwritten tourist mes-
sage, in German, which reads, “A thousand kisses from Hawaii.” 
An even more exciting note is the smaller message, “Kisses from 
Mimi,” whereupon Mimi pressed her anxious lips to the surface 
of the card, leaving a lipstick marking that this collector has not 
seen on a PPC before! (Editor’s note: Unfortunately, as this 
article indicates, misinformation re international use of the 
nondenominated letter stamps continues unabated. As my 
article in the Auxiliary Markings, October 2011 issue shows, 
the “D” stamp was allowed in the international mails as of 
April 4, 1985 (as per a Postal Bulletin announcement)).
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This article, concerned with the Dutch East Indies, later Indo-
nesia, represents the 8th country in a series about auxiliary marking 
labels found on mail to a limited number of countries. This series 
is especially concerned with labels that carry only one message 
in two languages, French (the universal UPU language) and the 
native language of the country using the labels. 

The earliest label we have seen on Dutch East Indies mail is 
on a letter dated 1924 while the latest example we have seen (for 
Indonesia) is on a letter dated 1988. The labels seen are varied in 
perforation from pinhole perforation to normal perforations in no 
consistent pattern and are bilingual (except one early one). A few 
early labels have lined borders but most do not. The early labels 
are dark reddish-brown, then are a lighter reddish-brown, and the 
later ones are white. One label shows the edge of an adjacent label 
with the same message suggesting that, like for the other countries, 
each message was printed on a separate sheet.

Auxiliary Marking Labels on Foreign Mail - Part VIII, Dutch East Indies / Indonesia
by Michael Mead and Tony Wawrukiewicz

As for other countries, the labels are listed such that each group 
contains the same basic message, and they are listed chronologi-
cally as each type of the basic message was introduced. Thus, 
each label listed indicates a different type. Sometimes the label 
types overlap - that is, a new one is introduced while an older 
type remains in place somewhere else in the country. Some of 
the messages, such as Décédé - DECEASED and N’existe plus 
- NOT AT ADDRESS, that were seen for other countries have not 
been found for Indonesia, presumably because we have not seen 
examples, although they probably exist. 

All labels shown are illustrated actual size.
First, in Table �, we list the various two-language messages 

that have been found.

Before listing the message labels, we discuss one cover that 
utilized three of these messages.  The cover (Figure 1) is a 1929 
airmail letter from The Netherlands to the Dutch East Indies where 
the addressee was unknown (Inconnu). Unlike for other countries, 
where most of the examples we have are from the United States 
to the country in question, many of our examples are from The 
Netherlands, as one would expect because the Dutch East Indies 
were a colony of The Netherlands.

     Figure �

            Inconnu - UNKNOWN  
  
   

  
   Inconnu., 1929

Table 1: Foreign Auxiliary Marking Labels – Dutch East Indies/Indonesian Messages
Auxiliary Marking – Dutch East Indian/Indonesian/French/ENGLISH 

Sudah pergi/Parti - DEPARTED, LEFT NO ADDRESS
Onbekend/Inconnu - UNKNOWN
Geweigerd/Refusé - REFUSED
Niet afgehaald/Non réclamé - UNCLAIMED

                 

               
           
         
             Inconnu., 1938

        
    

 
 
         
              Inconnu., 1940

         
              Inconnu., 1941

      
           Inconnu., 1951-59
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                                    Inconnu, 1981

   
   Inconnu, 1981

Non réclamé - UNCLAIMED

 
Non réclamé., 1930-33

   

     
 

  Non réclamé., 1930-33

  

Non réclamé, 1957-62

Non réclamé, 1961

Non réclamé, 1974

    

   
   Non réclamé, 1982

                         Parti -  DEPARTED, 
      LEFT NO ADDRESS
       

Parti, 1954

Parti, 1981

Refusé - 
REFUSED

  
Refusé., 1924

           
        Refusé., 1937
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The earlier article in this newsletter that illustrates bilingual 
return to writer labels for the Dutch East Indies, later Indonesia, 
is the last article for a country where we have a large number of 
the labels that allow a reasonably comprehensive discussion of 
the labels from a country. 

For the remaining countries for which we have such labels, 
we have so few that it is best to not separate them by countries. 
Therefore, the next two articles will discuss use of these labels 
for the few South American and then Eastern European countries 
for which we have examples.

For South America we have such labels for only Brazil, Chile, 
and Uruguay. Because we have so few examples for each, we do 
not illustrate a table that translates the messages but rather give 
the French, English, and country language messages in the space 
above the illustrated labels.

Because so few examples are known for these countries, con-
clusions about the pattern(s) of use of these labels will of necessity 
be less trustworthy than those found in earlier eight articles.

   Brazil
It is interesting that both these uses are so early, and that no 

later ones are known. The address on the 1898 letter from New 
York to Rio de Janiero is certainly insufficient, even for 1898.

Non réclamé - nao reclamado - UNCLAIMED

         1888

Adresse incomplet - endereco incompleto -
INSUFFICIENT ADDRESS

 

           

    
           1898

Auxiliary Marking Labels on Foreign Mail - Part IX, South America
by Michael Mead and Tony Wawrukiewicz

   Chile
It is interesting to us that for all of the countries of South 

America we have very early use of labels. For Chile we see a 
more typical chronological range from 1888 to 1960.

Non réclamé... - No reclamado... - UNCLAIMED

       1888

  
       1929

       
          1960

Parti.... - Ausente -
       DEPARTED, LEFT NO ADDRESS

            

   
       
          1891

            Uruguay
Again, for Uruguay, we see very early label use.

Inconnu - Desconocido - UNKNOWN

       1890

     
        1934
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As just mentioned in the article on the previous page, this is 
the second return to writer bilingual label article for a number of 
countries (of Eastern Europe) where there are so few labels known 
for each country that they are all included in one article.

For Eastern Europe we have such labels for only Albania, 
Bulgaria, Moravia, Roumania (or Romania or Rumania), and 
Slovenia. Because we have so few examples for each, we do not 
illustrate a table that translates the messages but rather give the 
French, English, and country language messages in the space 
above the illustrated labels.

Because so few examples are known for these countries, con-
clusions about the pattern(s) of use of these labels will of necessity 
be less trustworthy than those found in the earlier eight articles.

   Albania
          Parti - Nisun - 
      DEPARTED, LEFT NO ADDRESS

  
     1960

   Bulgaria
For Bulgaria, because the Bulgarian uses the Cyrillic alphabet, 

these words are not spelled out in the descriptions.   
                       
      Pas réclamé - UNCLAIMED

         
        1897

Parti - DEPARTED, LEFT NO ADDRESS

        
          1929

Raison sociale n’existe plus - NOT AT ADDRESS

           
           1929

Auxiliary Marking Labels on Foreign Mail - Part X, Eastern Europe
by Michael Mead and Tony Wawrukiewicz

         Moravia
For Moravia, because these labels were used in a territory 

occupied by the Germans, the text is in German, the Moravian 
language and French.

Raison sociale n’existe plus - Firma erloschen - 
      Firma zanikla - NOT AT ADDRESS

   
      
   1942

En voyage - Verreist - Na cestach -
TRAVELING

         
          1943

    Roumania (Rumania or Romania)
The first card for Roumania (not illustrated), although ad-

dressed to Roumania, is confusing because the country Bulgaria 
is also found on the card and because the label has the Bulgarian 
words in Cyrillic, like other Bulgarian matter.   
                       
 Raison sociale n’existe plus - NOT AT ADDRESS

          
        1896
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Non réclamé - (Nereclamat) - UNCLAIMED

  
     1899-1906

  
          1939

         Parti -  (Plecat) - 
 DEPARTED, LEFT NO ADDRESS

     
        1900

  

           
        1908

 Insuffisance d’adresse - (Adresa insuficienta)
INSUFFICIENT ADDRESS

           
         1902

Refusé - (Refuzat) - REFUSED

            
      1927

             
         1927 

                 Slovenia
It is surprising, since this cover is a WWII use in a presum-

ably occupied territory that there isn’t also a German phrase on 
the label.

  Parti -  Odcestoval - 
 DEPARTED, LEFT NO ADDRESS

                   
        1944
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As you know, auxiliary markings are a source of much interest 
and are enthusiastically chased by any number of postal history 
collectors. The illustrated cover contains two manuscript mark-
ings which may, or may not, be deemed auxiliary markings. First 
of all, they are both manuscript – but this hardly excludes them.  
Second of all, it is not clear just who wrote them on the envelope.  
Thirdly, when they were applied is also a bit problematic.

First, let’s discuss the manuscript issue. At first glance, it ap-
pears that the two notes were applied in the same ink and by the 
same hand. Under magnification, the first impression appears to 
be borne out. The color is identical - for all practical purposes.  
Furthermore, apparently, each note was written by the same pen 
by the same person.  By contrast, the address appears to have been 
written by someone else and with a different ink pen.

Second, who wrote the notes remains a mystery. Oh, we know 
it was probably a man named William Price [of James?] but the 
rest of his identity is unknown. Now it is not at all uncommon for 
a community to have two men with the same name. Nor is it all 
that surprising to find a piece of mail to one of these individuals 
mistakenly delivered to the other. This is apparently what hap-
pened here, because the William Price [of James?] wanted to make 
it clear there was another William Price – and a redhead at that.  
The implication being, of course, that the two were separate and 
easily separable individuals.

No contents were preserved with this cover. So as tempting 
as it may be to guess that the envelope contained an account pay-
able, one must put that temptation aside. Though to explain this 
envelope as the not so subtle attempt of an upright bill paying 
William Price [of James] to set the hounds on a deadbeat redhead 
is appealing.

At the outset, it is worth considering whether this letter was 
even mailable. The address is about as simple as could be – a 
person’s name and CITY. This normally was sufficient to obtain 
local delivery at the 1-cent rate [which was paid]. That is, it was 
sufficient if the person came to the post office to pick up his mail, 
or was otherwise known to the postal clerks. The fact that the letter 
was delivered to the wrong person doesn’t render it unmailable, 
but could mean that the address was so unclear that the envelope 
could not be delivered.

It is fairly clear that this envelope was delivered, but it came 
into the hands of the wrong person because the address was not 
sufficiently precise. What happened to it afterwards, however, is 
unclear.  And this is where the story gets interesting. After being 
opened and the discovery made that the person who received the 
letter was not the person for whom it was intended, how should 
the letter have been handled -- by the recipient, by the post office 
and by the original sender. 

William Price [of James?] received the letter and opened it.  

After determining that the message was not for him, it is not clear 
what he did with the letter [besides noting it]. He could have taken 
the letter and returned it to the hardware store by hand – without 
involving the post office further. Nothing on the envelope as it 
now exists precludes this interpretation.

The recipient also could have taken the letter to the post office 
for return to sender. If he did so, does this act constitute a remail-
ing of the letter? Had he not opened the letter, the answer would 
be no. It would have been treated as incorrectly delivered mail 
and returned to sender, due one penny. If the post office took the 
letter back, in its present condition, was it obligated to return it 
to sender or forward it to the intended recipient. The postmaster 
might well have known the “red-head Wm Price.” He might have 
left a forwarding order on file with the Rogersville post office.

Since the letter is not marked as a return to sender letter, it is 
difficult to treat it as one – despite the temptation to do so. If it 
was, however, there is no indication that the letter subsequently 
returned to the mail stream. And the story ends there.

If it was forwarded then the letter should have been treated 
either as a forwarded item [despite the lack of markings] or as a 
remailing.  In the case of a remailing, it should have been rated 
due two cents, the first class rate for a new piece of mail. If it 
was forwarded out of the area [and there is not indication it was], 
the letter should have been rated due one cent, the difference 
between the local letter rate [which had been paid] and the first 
class letter rate.

In 1893, forwarded letters were sent from the origin post of-
fice to the next address noted on the forwarding order on file in 
the origin post office. The forwarded letter should not have been 
returned to the hardware store by the post office. The recipient 
may have returned the letter to the store. Since there are none 
of the usual post office applied return markings, that hypothesis 
cannot be ruled out.

Still, Rogan, Nice & Smith was a prominent local business 
that doubtless saw the inside of the local post office regularly. For 
the local postmaster or post office clerk to simply hand back an 
incorrectly delivered [and opened] envelope to the original sender 
also is an attractive hypothesis. But was it legal?

However, if the post office did return this piece of mail, should 
there have been a charge for the service?  In short, should this letter 
have been treated as a forwarded drop letter? I can see no reason 
why it should not have been. Beginning October 1875, forwarded 
drop letters should have been rated for collection of the difference 
between the drop rate postage paid and the total postage due at the 
first class rate. So far as can be determined, there was no provision 
for returning a drop rate letter to a local postal patron at the drop 
rate. In short, this letter should have been returned at the first class 
rate or, in other words, due an extra penny.


